
Welcome To Day 2



Comments 
And Debrief



TCE … Repeated for emphasis



“Every action is a movement of energy. The wave on the 
ocean is not the movement of water.  It is the movement of 
energy through water, the Animator through the inanimate.   

To see this clearly is to understand the workings of the 
universe.  When there is understanding of the workings of the 
universe, there can be no resistance or opposition.  

When there is no resistance or opposition, all that remains is 
peace.”   

- Wu Hsin



Remember ...
• True Creative Essence did not “create” you ... 

• Then spin you off ... 

• And give you a separate existence while IT is 
somewhere else ... 

• It shaped Itself into “you” ... 

• It IS “you,” all the time ... 

• You are IT, right here, right now, all the time ... 

• It IS everyone and everything else too, all the time



True Creative   
Essence



•Our time here is NOT about ideas ... 

•Concepts ... 

•Theories ... 

•Memorizing and getting A’s on tests 

•It’s about what you can actually See in your 
own Experience when you look closely 

Remember ...



How The Mind 
Machine creates or 
shapes thoughts 

Thoughts



Something appears in Inner 
Space or Story Space

Inner Space Story Space



That’s the “input” 
to the machine



The Mind 
Machine 

Observes It



Buzz ...

Whirr ...



1. What is this?

2. What does it mean?

3. How should I respond?



Boom, Boom, Boom ...

Lightning fast in Inner Space, out pops 
sounds, voices, images, words, or 
videos that combine all 4 elements ...

Shaped by how The Mind Machine 
“processed” what appeared …



In and of themselves, the resulting 
thoughts are not ... 

Smart, stupid, positive, negative, 
pleasurable, painful, good, bad, 
accurate, inaccurate, right or 
wrong ...



Photos

videos

Words

Sound And Voices

Thought Balls

They’re just “what they are”



And, except in a Mind Machine 
story …

They have no actual relationship 
or connection to each other …

More on this later …



Most thoughts are just lies, illusions and 
stories kicked out by The Mind Machine ...

And they’re no different than the “thoughts” 
you’re aware of … 

With characters in novels, movies and TV 
shows …



The “Pure, Raw Experience” 
of thoughts is ...



You CAN experience the pure, raw 
appearance of thoughts ...

Or still experience “the story” 
but in a radically different way

Without a story ...



That’s what  
Ultimate Freedom  

is all about



How The Mind 
Machine creates or 
shapes emotions ...

Feelings



A movement of energy appears in 
Inner Space



That’s the “input” 
to the machine



The Mind 
Machine 

Observes It



Buzz ...

Whirr ...



Q: What is this?



A: It’s an emotion



When The Mind Machine asks 
“What does this mean?” about 
the emotion ...



Just like it can output the name of 
an emotion at lightning-fast speed ...



The Mind Machine can also output 
positive-negative, good-bad, 
pleasure-pain judgments …

At lightning-fast speed



Inner Space Or Story Space Appearance

Energy begins to move with 
unique characteristics

“This is fear”

“This feels bad”



Buzz-whirr …  

Lightning fast …  

Mechanical and machine-like … 

Just like Google 

Really



You then become aware of the output ... 

Accept it as true and accurate ... 

And believe “you” are actually feeling 
anger, fear, frustration, or depression ... 

(and feeling really “bad”)



Or “you” are actually feeling 
happiness, excitement, and peace 

(and feeling really “good”)



Except you’re not …

It’s just a story …

An illusion …

A mental “magic trick”



There was a time in your life, during childhood, 
when you were aware of the movements and 
characteristics of emotional energy in Inner 
Space ... 

But you didn’t have words for them ...



You had no idea what anger, fear, frustration, sadness, 
depression, excitement, happiness, or peace were ... 

It was all just “movements of energy” to you ...



Like everything else in life … 

You had to learn to link specific movements 
and characteristics of emotional energy … 

To specific words ...



You’d say “negative” emotions like 
anger, fear, frustration, sadness, and 
depression feel bad ...



You’d say “positive” emotions like 
happiness, excitement, and peace 
feel good ...



But here’s the thing …



How do you 
know they 
feel “good” 
or “bad”?





Like everything else in life … 

You had to learn to judge certain 
movements of energy as good and bad … 

Pleasant and painful … 

Feel good and feel bad ...



This is 
soooooo 
important ...



Nothing The Mind Machine 
outputs is “you” or “yours”



Repeated for emphasis ...

Nothing The Mind Machine 
outputs is “you” or “yours”



It’s all just the operation of 
a machine whose output …

“You” become aware of ...



Repeated for emphasis ...

It’s all just the operation of a 
machine whose output … 

“You” become aware of ...



There’s a HUGE difference ...

Between “you” and “yours” ... 

And something else that you 
simply become aware of …



More on this tomorrow ...



Now here’s the really 
fascinating thing …



There’s nothing in the movement of emotional 
energy itself, the “pure, raw experience,” that 
actually says: 

“This is anger”

“This is depression”

“This is frustration” 

“This is happiness”

“This is peace”

“This is serenity”



There’s nothing in the movement of 
energy itself, the pure, raw experience ...  

That tells you it’s bad, unpleasant, or 
harmful ... 

If we’re speaking about “negative” 
emotions ...



The pure, raw emotional 
experience is just what it is ...

A movement of energy with 
unique characteristics ... 

Not good, bad, pleasurable or 
painful ...



Now, obviously, the flip 
side of that is also true ...



There’s nothing in the pure, raw 
emotional experience ...

That says the movement of 
energy is good or pleasurable ...

If we’re talking about “positive” 
emotions ...



All the names and judgments 
are merely big “lies, illusions, 
and stories” kicked out by ...

The Mind Machine



To answer the final question, “How 
should I respond?” 

The Mind Machine must again search 
its database ...

Guided by the meaning it assigned 
when it answered the second question



It will search all the records in its database, 
everything that happened to you in the past ... 

What you’ve learned ... 

All the conclusions that were drawn from those 
experiences ...  

All the rules and formulas that were created 
for how to live life, succeed, stay safe, etc.



When The Mind Machine was in 
“learning mode” as you grew up …

Your responses to the observation of 
specific movements of energy in Inner 
Space were inconsistent ...



As you get older, however, after a lot of 
data has been processed by The Mind 
Machine ...

Specific programs and algorithms get 
created and are locked into place ... 



After that, anytime The Mind Machine observes a 
movement of energy it already has in its database, 
it’ll buzz and whirr and say, 

“Oh, I know what that is” 

“That’s anger, and that’s bad”

“Oh, I know what that is” 

“That’s peace, and that’s good”

“I know what that is” 

“That’s happy, and that’s good”



From that moment on, The Mind Machine 
assigns the same labels and meanings and 
responds the same way 

Over and over on autopilot, and so quickly 
we don’t even notice it happening



More on the core of this 
tomorrow ...



Based on what you now know:

 When you say, “I’m frustrated” … 

 When you say, “I’m depressed” …  

When you say, “I’m feeling peaceful” … 

 When you say, “I’m happy …”

What are you really saying?



All you’re really saying is …

“I’m aware of emotional energy 
moving in Inner Space in a specific 
way that I’m calling _________, 
judging as __________, and owning 
as ‘mine’” 





Key Point
What most people call 
“happiness” ... 

Is just one ... 

Of the infinite number 
of “shapes” energy in 
Inner Space can take ...



Based on what I just shared, I must now ask 
you this …

When you say “I want to be happy,” what do 
you really mean?

Do you mean you only want to experience one 
movement of emotional energy, all day, every 
day?



In certain teachings ...

The answer to that question would be “Yes!” ...

And the name for the one movement of energy 
would be bliss, ecstasy, nirvana, euphoria …



But I’m here to tell you the 
answer is …

“No!”



Key Point
Feeling only one movement 
of emotional energy in life 
would be boring ...

And would cheat you out of 
much of the richness of 
what I call “The Human 
Story”



Experiencing a “flatline” of emotion, even bliss, ecstasy, 
nirvana, or euphoria … 

Is a nice story and fantasy, especially when we feel so 
unhappy so much of the time ...  

But it’s not The Truth as I’ve Experienced it ...



Key Point
True Happiness, as part 
of Ultimate Freedom, is 
not about experiencing 
one emotion ...

Or a limited number of 
emotions ...

No matter how “good” 
they appear to feel ...



Key Point
True Happiness is 
about having a 
Truthful Relationship 
with ... 

And a Truthful 
Experience of ...

ALL emotions ...



True Happiness is about Experiencing 
the full range of emotional energy 
movements and characteristics … 

Without names ...

And without judgments of positive-
negative, good-bad, pleasurable-painful, 
feel good-feel bad …





You have already experienced 
True Happiness as I just defined it, 
many times without realizing it ...

It’s NOT a new skill you need to 
develop …



Example 1: Riding A Roller Coaster

+



Would you rather feel only one emotion or 
a limited range of emotions while riding the 
roller coaster?

No!

You’d stop going to amusement parks if the 
rides were “flat” experiences like that ...



Example 2: Reading a Great Novel

+



Would you rather feel only one emotion or 
a limited range of emotions while reading 
novels?

No!

You’d stop reading novels if they were “flat” 
experiences like that!



Example 3: Watching a Great Movie

+



Would you rather feel only one emotion …

Or a limited range of emotions while watching 
movies?

No!

You’d stop watching movies, or you’d walk out 
of the theater, if they were “flat” experiences 
like that (more on this during Days 4 and 5) …



Example 4: Watching Or Playing Sports

+



Would you rather feel only one emotion or 
a limited range of emotions while watching 
or playing sports?

No!

You’d stop watching and playing if they 
were “flat” experiences like that!



Example 5: Listening To Music

+



Rachmaninoff Symphony 2



Would you rather feel only one emotion or 
a limited range of emotions while listening 
to music?

No!

You’d stop listening or going to concerts if 
they were “flat” experiences like that!



As long as you believe there 
really are positive and 
negative emotions ... 

The positives are good, the 
negatives are bad ... 

And happiness is one of the 
positives ... 

You’ll never be Truly Happy



Never!
Why?



Because as long as there’s a 
program in The Mind Machine …

That splits emotions into positive 
and negative ...



The Mind Machine will 
always buzz and whirr, 
create the split ...

And while you’ll tell 
yourself you’re happy 
when you feel the 
“positives” ...



There will ALWAYS be 
negatives …

You’ll “dislike” …

And want to stop or avoid!



You CAN experience the pure, 
raw appearance of emotions …

Without the stories ...

Or still experience the stories 
but in a radically different way



That’s what Ultimate 
Freedom is all about



How The Mind 
Machine creates 
or shapes ... Sensations



It works the same way as emotions 
except the story says they’re “in” the 
body or are the body ...

But you now know they aren’t in 
or of the body ...





Like everything else in life … 

You had to learn to link words and 
judgments to the specific movements 
of energy in Inner Space we call 
sensations …



You CAN experience the pure, 
raw appearance of sensations 
without the stories ...

Or still experience the stories 
but in a radically different way



That’s what Ultimate 
Freedom is all about



Part of the magic trick I just described 
involves two “elements” being bonded: 

1. Movements of energy – the pure, 
raw experience  

2. The Mind Machine’s label and  
judgmental story about the pure, 
raw experience



To help you really get and 
integrate what I mean, I want 
to introduce water as a 
metaphor ... 

When you look at water in an 
ocean, lake, stream, glass, or 
sink you just see “water” ...



H H

H2O 
= 

Water

O



Pure, raw 
experience

Judgment
Name

Water = 

“Positive” and 
“negative” emotions 
or sensations ...

Instead of the pure, 
raw experience they 
really are  ...



If hydrogen and oxygen remain 
bonded, it’s going to appear like 
water ...

If you separate the hydrogen and 
the oxygen, “water” disappears …



If you separate the pure, raw 
experience from The Mind Machine 
story about it ...

Or, stop the bonding from occurring 
in the first place ...



You experience … 

Ultimate Freedom and True 
Happiness … 

No matter how you might have once 
named and judged the exact same 
Inner Space appearances …





As it relates to emotions, 
The Mind Machine observes 
2 appearances …



1. What’s happening

2. The movement of energy accompanying what’s happening  

•The Mind Machine then makes up and tells stories about 
both …

•The Mind Machine does not shape how the emotional 
energy moves …

•True Creative Essence does that (bear with the language)



Let’s Look at 2 specific 
examples now …



For our first example, 
imagine that a married 
couple is at a party ... 

And the wife sees her 
husband toasting with an 
attractive woman ...

Wife

Other Woman

Husband



The Mind Machine of the wife observes the 
interaction of her husband and the other 
woman at the party …

And how the emotional energy begins to 
move as a result …



When it asks the first question, “What is this?” 
the answer is simple: “My husband is toasting 
with another woman” ... 

Lightning fast … mechanical and machine-like … 

It will then ask the second question: “What does 
this mean?”



The Mind Machine would likely consider possibilities 
like these as it scans its database for a meaning:  

• Do they know each other? 

• Is he attracted to her? 

• Are they having an affair? 

• Has he lost interest in me? 

• Will they have an affair?  

• Am I in danger?



For our example, let’s choose this meaning:  

“I suspect he may be having an affair” ...

As the question is answered, emotional 
energy will begin to move in unique ways, 
in this case, in “big” and ‘intense” ways …



The big and intense movement of 
energy will then be given a name and 
be judged by The Mind Machine …

Based on what’s been catalogued and 
stored in The Mind Machine, it could 
be named fear, anger, jealousy, etc. ...

For this example, let’s go with 
“jealousy”





The Mind Machine will observe the 
intense “jealousy energy” appearing in 
Inner Space and make the judgment: 

“This feels bad … I don’t like this”



Pure, raw 
experience

JealousyBad 
Feeling

The story will bond 
with the pure, raw 
experience ...

Water = Jealousy 
and Bad



The wife will then accept the bonded story 
without questioning it, and she’ll believe “she” 
is really jealous and “she” really feels bad ...



Boom!

The magic trick is 
complete!

Faster than the blink 
of an eye ...



The story told by The Mind Machine 
may or may not be true …

It usually isn’t!

But it doesn’t matter ...



• Emotional energy will still move as it moves ... 

• It will still be named and judged ... 

• A story will still be bonded to the pure, raw 
experience ... 

• And you’ll still be convinced you’re actually feeling 
what The Mind Machine story says you’re feeling ...



Truth be told, in this example, 
the emotion felt by the wife is 
NOT “jealousy” …



What is it?



It’s just a unique movement of 
energy in Inner Space that’s 
been given a name ...



Without a story told by The Mind Machine, 
the jealousy movement doesn’t feel good or 
bad ...

It’s just what it is ...

A neutral or pleasurable movement of 
energy …



Key Point
In our example, the 
wife can say or do 
whatever she wants …

Without …

Feeling “bad”



Imagine you’re driving and The Mind Machine 
observes another car running a red light and 
coming toward you at high speed ...



The Mind Machine will answer the first question … 

“What is this?” by saying, “A car is running a red light” 

And the second question, “What does this mean?” by 
saying something like “This is dangerous. I’m not safe”



As meaning is being assigned, emotional energy will 
begin to move in a specific way ... 

Since this story is also an intense one, meaning you 
could be killed, it’s likely the movement of energy will 
appear to be sharp, fast, and B-I-G as it appears in 
Inner Space ...



The Mind Machine observes the movement 
of energy and asks …

“What is this?”

It will search its database for an answer ...

It’s likely it will conclude, “This is fear. I’m 
afraid” 



“What does this mean?” 

It will search its database for a similar 
reference 

It’s likely it will conclude, “Fear is bad 
and uncomfortable, and I don’t like it”



“How should I respond?” 

It will search its database for a similar reference

It’s likely it will conclude, “I'd better jam on the 
brakes or swerve to protect myself”



Buzz … 

Whirr …

Lightning fast … 

Mechanical and machine-like …

Just like Google …



I want you to verify, 
through your own 
experience, what I 
just shared ...



Exercise
• Choose a partner 

• One should be “A” and the other “B” 

• Taking turns, take the following steps 

• “Self” sort when to start, stop, and switch partners 

• Move quickly through this 

• You’ll have many other opportunities to do this on 
your own when you get home ...



Step 1



Partner A ...
• Ask your partner to close their eyes 

• Ask them to become aware of “Inner Space” 

• Ask them to describe their perception of Inner Space to you  

• Notice if it matches how I described it 

• Ask them to open their eyes, become aware of Inner Space 
again, and see that awareness can still be there … 

• Do this now ... 

• Reverse partner roles and do the same exercise



Step 2



• Ask your partner to close their eyes and become aware of 
Inner Space 

• Ask them if they notice any emotional energy moving 

• If yes, ask them to describe its unique characteristics to 
you  

• If no, ask them to think back to a recent time they felt a lot 
of emotion, feel that, and describe that to you 

• Verify that emotional energy appears in Inner Space, it 
“moves,” and it has unique characteristics you can easily 
be aware of … 

• Do this now ... quickly 

• Reverse partner roles now



Step 3



• Ask your partner to close their eyes and become aware of 
emotional energy moving in Inner Space (current or old) 

• Ask them if they’re aware of a pure, raw experience ... 

• Or pure, raw experience ... and ... a story about it 

• Ask them to describe what they see and feel  

• If there’s a story, ask them to watch Inner Space and see if it 
separates from the pure, raw experience 

• It may or may not right now and it doesn’t matter ...

• Do this now ... quickly ... 

• Reverse partner roles now



Look Back On “Your” Past ...

•Look at all the things that supposedly happened to 
“you” … 

•Look at all the events that supposedly caused you 
pain, discomfort or “hurt your feelings” … 

•Look at the times you struggled with the illusion of 
negative emotions and unpleasant sensations … 

•What really happened?



Buzzed, whirred 
and told by ...

The Mind Machine



Plus ...

What Is “Memory” Anyway ...

How Do You Know You Have A “Past”?

How Do You Know Any Of It “Happened”?



Just thoughts ...

Just “convincing” stories ...

Appearing in Inner Space



Based On What You Now Know, 
What Are The Following ... Really?
•Thoughts 

•Emotions 

• Judgments 

•Pleasures 

•Pains 

•Past 

•Future



Stories ...



Kicked out by  
The Mind Machine ...

Into an Inner Space 
“you” are “observing” ...





So, what’s the solution 
to the riddle of how to 
“master” your emotions?



What’s the solution to 
the riddle of how to 
“control” your thoughts?



What’s the solution to the 
riddle of how to “deal with” 
body sensations?



Ultimate Freedom!





Some additional  
Truth Virus Injections ...





Going Even 
Deeper Now



“Who” or “what” is aware of or 
observing …

While still being totally immersed 
within …

All the “appearances” in Inner 
Space and Story Space?



Thoughts FeelingsSensations

Sometimes something 
else appears ...



Sometimes there’s what appears to be an 
individual, a personality, a “you” ...



Thoughts
Feelings

Sensations

“Someone” 
watching and ...

Sometimes you’re 
only aware of 
thoughts, feelings 
and sensations

Other times you’re 
aware of thoughts, 
feelings, sensations, 
and ...

commenting



Now you must ask yourself …

“What is it that appears in Inner Space 
that I’ve been calling a personality or 
individual?”



If you look closely …

Very closely …

You see …



The “commenting” is just 
thoughts appearing to ...

“Dance” ...
Or “Fight” …

With other thoughts



It’s not “you”



Inner Space Appearances Can 
Appear At A Distance From “You”



Or zoomed, 
appearing to take 
up most of Inner 

Space



Or even 
more 

zoomed



Or “you” can appear to 
merge with them



Regardless of how they  
appear ...

The key is how what you call 
“you” is perceived ...



After my 1st Phase 3 breakthrough, I 
realized I thought that “I,” Robert ...
• Had Been In Phase 2 ... 

• Had Been Playing The Human Game … 

• Had Been Using The Tools ... 

• Wanted To Expand ... 

• Had Busted Loose From Many Limiting 
Illusions ... 

• Wanted To Experience More Of  The 
Truth ... 

• I, I, I, Me, Me, Me ...

But I was 
starting to see I 
wasn’t clear on 
who or what “I” 
really was ...



“I” was the block to taking 
the next step!

I then Saw so clearly that ...



The Personality Or Individual 
That Appears And Comments 
In Inner Space ...

Is Not A Person, an Individual, 
Or an “Entity”



It’s just a collection of 
thoughts, feelings and 
sensations ...

Assembled In A Unique And 
Very Compelling way ...



Repeated for emphasis …



Is just a collection of thoughts, 
feelings and sensations ...

Assembled In A Unique And Very 
Compelling way ...

The Personality Or Individual 
That Appears And Comments In 
Inner Space ...



Sent Into Inner Space…



And Bonded with a 
story that says ... 

This Is An “individual,” 
This Is “I,” This Is “Me”



How do you know 
Harry Potter is an 
“individual”?

How do you know 
Hermione is an 
“individual”?

How do you know Ron 
is an “individual”?



Through her words, the author, 
J.K. Rowling, gives you ...
• Sketches of what their bodies look like 

• Glimpses into their thoughts ... 

• Including thoughts about their past, present and future 

• Glimpses into their feelings 

• Glimpses into their bodily sensations



• Then the author assembles it all into a story ... 

• Tells you they’re those specific individuals … 

• And you accept it as true ...

• Guess what? 

• It’s the same thing with “you” ...  

• EXACTLY



“You” accept all of it as real and true too!

•True Creative Essence, The Writer of “your” story, shows 
you a body ... 

•Shows you thoughts 

•Shows you feelings 

•Shows you sensations   

•Tells you it’s an individual ... “you” 

•Tells you it’s “your” body, thoughts, feelings and sensations 

•And ...



As Inner Space grew quieter 
and quieter in “my” story ... 

Much to my surprise, I began 
to notice ...



In myself and others ...



That more than one personality 
or individual can appear in Inner 
Space ...

With different characteristics ...



The multiple personalities 
can appear to be …

Young, old, nice, mean, angry, 
calm, male, female, etc.



I’m now convinced we can 
all be diagnosed as having

“Multiple Personality 
Disorder”



For the following quote, 
substitute “unconscious” 
with “Mind Machine” …



“Rather, the unconscious proper resembles a 
maximum-security prison holding anti-social inmates 
languishing for years or recently arrived, inmates 
harshly treated and heavily guarded, but barely kept 
under control and forever attempting to escape.”

- Peter Gay, Freud: A Life for Our Time



I know you can identify 
with this from your own 
personal experience ...



If you believe in “past lives” and 
“past life influences” ...

They can appear in Inner Space 
as multiple personalities too ...



Here’s a common simple 
example of something 
you’ve likely seen ...

And experienced ...





Thoughts
Feelings

Sensations

Personalities 
Watching and 
Commenting

“Characters”



One personality or character may 
appear more dominant …

May seem more like “you” …

But the odds are, there are a lot 
of “people” running around “in 
there” …



The Mind Machine blends all the 
apparent personalities and 
characters together ...

Into a story that says “That’s me!”



And we blindly accept the 
story as true ...

Conveniently ignoring all the 
inconsistencies and disconnects



By design ...

Not by accident, mistake, 
or because of a problem!



None of the personalities 
are “real” or “you” ...

Even if you feel certain one 
of them is …



None of their opinions, preferences, 
likes, dislikes, resentments, hurts, 
wants, desires or goals …

Are “you” or “yours” …



Not a single one ...





It will be a fascinating, fun 
and Big Day for you when you 
actually See this clearly ...



Something to think about …
"It is not necessary to bind a man with 
chains to imprison him. 

It is only necessary that he imagine he 
is bound."

- Roy Melvyn



But that’s not all you see 
appearing in Inner Space 
if you look closely ...



If you look really, really close ...



You see there’s “someone” 
or “something” else there ...



Behind, around, and in all 
the “personalities” ... 

Behind, around, and in all 
the thoughts, feelings and 
sensations ... 



That “something” or 
“someone” else is ...



Observing all the thoughts, 
feelings and sensations 
appearing in Inner Space ...



Observing the observer(s) 
and personalities you think 
of as “you” …

Who are observing those 
appearances …



It’s much more than 
just “observing” as 
you’ll soon see …



That “something” or 
“someone” else is ...



True Creative Essence!

“The Real You”



Thoughts
Feelings

Sensations

Personalities
Watching and 
Commenting

True Creative Essence
Observing While Totally 
Immersed In Everything

“Characters”



True Creative Essence (“TCE”) 
is intimately aware of …

Everything happening in Inner 
Space and Story Space …



But ...



TCE is never “affected” 
by anything that appears



True Creative Essence has no 
“feelings” about what appears ...

Except awareness of the feelings 
“you” are having as your story 
unfolds …



True Creative Essence has no 
opinions, comments, likes, dislikes, 
or wants related to what appears ...

Except awareness of what “you” 
are experiencing as your story 
unfolds …



The Real You, True Creative 
Essence, is loving and enjoying 
everything ...

Lack of better terms ...

Just as it is!



TCE has no desire to change, 
fix or improve ANYTHING …

It’s just “WOW!” about absolutely 
EVERYTHING …



Just like how the author of a novel feels 
about everything and everyone in his/her 
stories, “no matter what” … 

More on this later …



True Creative Essence is 
“there” all the time ...

“Aware” of everything that’s 
happening at a beyond intimate 
level ...



True Creative Essence, from what 
can actually be Experienced In 
Inner Space …

Is ageless and genderless …



I want you to See if ALL of what 
I just shared reveals itself to you 
now ...



Thoughts
Feelings

Sensations

Personalities
Watching and 
Commenting

True Creative Essence
Observing While Totally 
Immersed In Everything

“Characters”



If it is Revealed, it may seem 
like “The Real You” is fixed in 
one spot in Inner Space ...

Most likely behind your eyes ...



But TCE is actually everywhere 
in Inner Space at once ...



Beyond 360 degrees

The Real You IS Inner Space!



Repeated for emphasis …



Beyond 360 degrees

The Real You IS Inner Space!



The appearance of being fixed 
in one spot is just an illusion ...

An old way of looking at things, 
heavily influenced by habitually 
“seeing” with the eyes ... 



Close your eyes 
and “look” for 
ALL of it now …

Including True 
Creative Essence 



You may not have been able to 
See and feel the 3-dimensional, 
360 degree Real You Presence ...





You will when Inner Space slows 
down and decongests enough ...



The Real You “Presence” In Inner Space 
is True Creative Essence’s viewpoint or 
“window” into your story …



Repeated for emphasis …



The Real You “Presence” In Inner Space 
is True Creative Essence’s viewpoint or 
“window” into your story …



More on this tomorrow ...



Let’s quickly revisit the  
Change, Fix, And Improve 
Path ...



•When one or more thoughts or 
“personalities” appears in Inner Space 

• Judging what’s happening ... 

•Wanting it to be different ... 

•Wanting to “do” something to change, fix 
or improve it ... 

•What’s really happening?



Buzz-Whirr
Of The Mind Machine



Change
Thought

Fix
Thought

Change
Thought

Improve
ThoughtFix

Thought

Judgment
Thought

That “you” become ...

Aware of ...

Improve
Thought

Judgment
Thought



It’s not “you” wanting to 
change, fix or improve 
anything ...



It’s not “you” wanting to 
change, fix or improve 
anything ...

Again for emphasis ...



All Pain, Suffering, Problems, 
Doubts, Judgments And “issues” 

Arise As Thoughts In Inner Space 
And Nowhere Else ...



There’s Nothing Inherently 
“Wrong” ... 

With Anything ... 

In Inner Space … 

Or Story Space ...



True Creative Essence, The 
Most Powerful Creative 
Force There Is ... 

Appearing In Any Story 
In Any Way ...

Could Have Shaped Itself 
Into Anyone Or Anything ...



It Chose To Shape Itself 
Into You And Your Story, 
every second of it ...

What Does That Suggest 
To You?



Could it mean ...

That maybe ...

Just maybe ...

You are something ...

Special?



From the film, “Hugo” …



“During times of adversity, Man will initiate 
negotiations with his god, asking that What-Is be 
made subservient to his personal will.

By altering even one, the many are recast. 

This is not seen by the supplicant.”

- Wu Hsin



To Date In Your Story, The Human Experience 
Has Been About True Creative Essence 
Playing Hide And Seek With “Itself” ...



Where’s the 
Light?
 
Where’s the 
Light?



The Net Of It All Is ...
• After the Cloud Cover has been built 

• After we’re mesmerized by The Mind Machine into 
believing we’re a real, separate individual, a real, separate 
person ... 

• Who is limited, restricted, flawed, and opposite to “Who” 
and “What” True Creative Essence IS ... 

• And we’re convinced the playing field or story backdrop 
called “3-Dimensional Reality” is real ... 

• The Mind Machine is never satisfied with “what is”



• Mind Machine stories usually want “what is” to be different 

• Mind Machine stories usually argue with “what is” 

• Which means thoughts appearing to argue with other 
thoughts and appearances 

• Even if we judge “what is” as “good,” we still want to 
change it because we still have so many unfulfilled desires 

• If we judge it as “bad,” we want to change or escape it ... 

• This Is Phase 1 ... and Phase 2 ... to a point



By Design ...

The Mind Machine  
Keeps Us Dissatisfied ...

To Maintain Duality, Polarity, 
And Phase 1 Dynamics ...



The Most “Destructive” Thought 
In The Mind Machine Is ...

The “I Am An Individual” Thought

It’s The Root Of All Struggles, 
Problems, And Judgments



Right Now ...
•Seeing Is Happening

•Who Or What Is Seeing?

•Hearing Is Happening

•Who Or What Is Hearing?

•The Body Is “Happening,” 
Appearing To “Do” All Sorts 
Of Things

•Who Or What is Doing It?

Is Any of 
It “You”?





Except in a Mind Machine story, 
all appearances in Inner Space and 
Story Space ...

Are no different than appearances 
in characters in novels, movies, or 
TV shows …

Or observed in “someone else”







Are “You” Able To ...
• Choose What Thoughts Come And Go In Your Mind? 

• Choose What Feelings Or Sensations You Have? 

• Make Unwanted Thoughts, Feelings, Or Sensations Go Away? 

• Choose The Content Of Your Dreams At Night? 

• Guarantee You’ll Achieve The Goals You Set? 

• Control What Others Say And Do? 

• Control What Happens In The World?





When I look in 
the mirror …

I’m fascinated 
because …    +



So, Who Are “You”?
•Are You Your Body?

•Why?

•Your “Mind”?

•Why?

•Your Thoughts, Feelings, 
And Sensations?

•Why?

Then who 
or what 
are “you”?



“You” are True Creative Essence’s  
“window” into an amazing story



“You” are True Creative Essence’s  
“window” into an amazing story

Repeated for emphasis ...



Most “Spirituality”...
• Is based on the presumption of individuality … 

• And a reunion of the individual one day with the “Whole” 
being the projected goal … 

• To achieve that goal, zillions of techniques and practices are 
offered … 

• The fundamental point that’s missed is there’s no individual 
who can be “reunited” … 

• “We” already are what we seek … 24/7 

• And “we” cannot be anything else …





If You Notice Thoughts Like These 
Appearing In Inner Space ...
• “I Haven’t Busted Loose Yet” 

• “I’m Not Spiritually Awakened Yet” 

• “I’m Not Experiencing Ultimate 
Freedom Yet” 

• “I Don’t Have Enough Money” 

• “I Hate My Job” 

• “I Feel Depressed Today” 

• On And On ...

What’s Really 
Going On?     +



Every Day, It Seems As If ...
• “I” Feel ... 

• “I” See, Hear, Taste, Touch, Smell ... 

• “I” Think ... 

• “I” Like ... 

• “I” Dislike ... 

• “I” Want ...  

• “I” Struggle With ...



No, “You” Don’t!



All of that may be 
happening, but it’s 
not “you” doing it …



All of that may be 
happening, but it’s 
Not Happening to 
“you”…



It’s Only An “Individual” ...
• That Can Be Fearful 

• That Can Be Anxious Or Worried 

• That Can Be Angry  

• That Can Be Full Of Self-Pity 

• That Can Be Stressed Out, Feel Guilty, Or Ashamed 

• That Can Desire, Want, Or Wish For 

• That Can Judge



Without the “I Am An Individual” 
and “That’s Me” thoughts ...

Life continues just fine ...

In fact, it continues with “benefits”

Or after Seeing The Truth about 
the “I Thought” ...



You’ve Experienced That ...

You’ve Had Moments ...

Peak Experiences, Being “In The 
Zone,” Lost In Thought, Riveted 
By A Book, Movie Or TV Show ...



Where The Sense Of Being An 
Individual “Person” Disappeared ... 

The sense of Being Your Body 
Disappeared ... 

Thoughts, Feelings, Sensations 
And Stories Disappeared ... 

Thinking That your Thoughts And 
Feelings Were “You” Disappeared ...



And you were totally 
immersed in pure, raw 
Experience!



How Does it feel? 

Great, right? 

A Previous Ultimate Key To 
Freedom Participant Said  
It Feels … 

“Better than S-E-X!!!!!!!!!!!” 



That’s Ultimate Freedom ... 

That’s True Creative Essence 
Playing, Exploring, And 
Expressing Itself Creatively ... 

In and through Everything 
Happening In The Human Story





The Truth ...
• Nothing That Happens Is “Personal” 

• It’s Not Happening To “You” 

• It’s Just Happening  

•Just True Creative Essence In Motion

• None Of The Appearances In Inner Space Is “You” 

• There Is No “You,” No Person, No Individual, No “I” 

• It Is And Always Has Been A Pure Fiction 

• Much More On This Tomorrow ...





This is all ...

Being “injected” and “deployed”



“I Have Free Will!”

“I Think And Make Decisions  
All The Time”

No, “You” Don’t



Here’s What Really Happens ...
• A Thought Appears In Inner Space 

• There’s Awareness Of That Thought 

• Other Thoughts Appear  

• There’s Awareness Of Them Too 

• They Appear To Be Connected, Organized And Evaluated 
In Inner Space 

• There’s Awareness Of  What Seems Like “Intellectual 
Activity” (Usually A Feeling/Sensation Bonded To That 
Story)



•A Conclusion Appears As Another Thought  

•Action May Be Taken 

•“You” Believe “You” Were Thinking And “You” Did 
It All, Including Taking The Action 

•But “You” Just Observed It And Then The Mind 
Machine Hijacked Credit  

•No Different Than “You” Observing 
Something Happening In A Novel Or Movie ...



You can verify all of this 
for yourself!



Think About Your Dreams ...

• “You” Don’t Think Or Make Choices Or Decisions In Your Dreams 

• “You” Don’t Generally Judge Or Try To Change, Fix, Or Improve 
Anything In Your Dreams 

• “You” Don’t Appear To Have Free Will In Your Dreams 

• You’re Just Aware Of  What’s Happening ... 

• And That’s OK ... 

• It’s “You,” But Not “You” As You Perceive It 

•Hmmmmm ...

With Few If Any Exceptions:



Look And See For Yourself ...
• This Is Not An Idea 

• This Is Not Theoretical 

• It’s The Truth 

• You Can See This ... When You Look 

•Seeing It Is A HUGE And Radical Drop In Your “Pond” ...

• That Will Roll And Ripple Through Inner Space And Story Space 
With The Force Of A Tidal Wave ...



Based On What You Now 
Know And See ...

Expand? 

Bust Loose? 

Transform? 

Be “Happy”? 

Experience Infinite Power?

Can “You,” The Player, The Fictional Character, 
The “I Thought” ...

Experience Infinite Wisdom? 

Experience Infinite Abundance? 

Awaken Or Become Enlightened? 

Experience Ultimate Freedom?





I Missed The 
Boat On 
That One 
for a long 
time!



As Long As You Remain “Identified” 
With One Or More Characters 
Appearing In Inner Space  ...

• Ultimate Freedom cannot fully awaken 

• That’s not right or wrong, good or “bad” ... 

• True Creative Essence appreciates P1, P2 and P3 stories 

• Ultimate Freedom is just one ride in the amusement park ... 

• It’s not necessary, required, better, more advanced or more evolved 
to leap into Phase 3 ... even if it seems like it is or would be 

• It’s just an option ... “The Best Game In Town” for the Robert 
character



The Big Fear From 
The Cloud Cover...



“If I let go, If I Stop trying to 
Monitor, control, Push, And 
Manage everything ... 

all hell will break loose”

“I’m holding it all together”!



Well, I’ve got news for you …

“Hell Has Already 
Broken Loose!”

“It Broke Loose The 
Minute You Were Born!”



Ultimate Freedom is About 
Letting “heaven” Break 
Loose ...

The Heaven that Has Always 
Been There … 

Just Hidden From View



If You Look, You See There’s 
No “You” ...

You See There’s Just True 
Creative Essence “Aware” 
Of An Unfolding story ...



If ...
• Thoughts Stop Or Disappear ... 

• Do You Stop Or Disappear? 

• Emotions Stop Or Disappear ... 

• Do You Stop Or Disappear? 

• If Sensations Stop Or Disappear ... 

• Do You Stop Or Disappear? 

• If You Close Your Eyes, Put In Ear Plugs, And “The World” 
Disappears, Do You Disappear?

Hmmmmm ...
Fascinating!



When You Dream At Night 
And Enter Deep Sleep ...

Do You Cease To Exist?



Do “You” Do Any Of This?
• Beat Your Heart? 

• Breathe Air? 

• Digest Food? 

• Grow And Age? 

• Make The Sun Rise And Set? 

• Make The Tide Come In And 
Out? 

• Make The Planets Orbit Around 
The Sun?

So “Who” Does?

True Creative 
Essence, The 
Real You





This is all ...

Being “injected” and “deployed”



End Of 
Day 2



Closed Eye Support For Today ...


